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ABSTRACT: Amateur Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) has been used together with Professional Geographic Information (PGI) since its inception during the mid 00’s alongside neogeography. While the geographic accuracy and quality of VGI has been demonstrated to be more than good enough, no previous research has been published on the influence VGI has on the user perceptions of the mashup. This paper presents a quantitative investigation into how including VGI in mashups, and telling users their mashup contains VGI influences user perceptions of quality and authority- which ultimately decide if the user wishes to utilise the mashup or not.
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1 Introduction

Previous research has investigated the decision of consumers to utilise Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI: Goodchild 2007) within personal, professional and social realms, and the way VGI is perceived and utilised alongside Professional Geographic Information (PGI) within a real world use context (Parker et al. 2012). Here, Rieh (2002) demonstrated that it is more useful to consider the attributes of VGI and PGI (e.g. its currency) rather than the professionalism of the contributor. Importantly, it was shown that the consumer places similar critical analysis and judgements on both VGI and PGI. However, a need arises to understand how these perceptions influence the design of online mashups that present geographic-based information. The aim of this research was to understand in detail the impact of including VGI alongside PGI on user judgements from a human factors perspective. The motivation for undertaking such a study was to relate demonstrable accuracy with perceived quality related to a consumer-user. Ultimately, this knowledge can be used to identify unique opportunities for VGI to increase confidence and utility in the end user’s information use experience.

In order to understand the perceptions of VGI and PGI in sufficient detail, a singular Special Interest Group (SIG) was required. Previous research (Parker et al. 2010) has suggested that SIGs understand, produce and integrate VGI more than other user groups. For this investigation wheelchair users were selected as the target consumer group as they 1) exhibit the same personal needs as the general population outside of their user group, 2) are required to critically evaluate information relative to their end goals to overcome their disability, and 3) inhabit a relatively information poor environment providing scope for research and investigation that has some real world impact. Their activity also involves a certain level of risk, which promotes an increased amount of critical reflection during their information search (Carlson and Gieseke 1983). Importantly, wheelchair access is not the focus of this paper, but instead the way a singular user group uses VGI (from a homogenous contributor base) alongside and in relation to PGI.

2 Supporting Literature

Accessibility, as defined by Handy and Niemeir (1997), is determined by the spatial distribution of potential destinations, the ease of reaching each destination, and the magnitude, quality, and character of the activities found there. Ray and Ryder (2003) demonstrated in an investigation into the information sources used by disabled tourists how “word of mouth, the internet and travel guides”
formed the most important information sources when planning for travel. Despite such studies and a variety of official guidelines on wheelchair access (Evans 2009, HMSO 2010, Ray and Ryder 2003) no published research exists linking the human factors of access information to VGI contained within the data. This is in spite of projects such as WalksWithWheelchairs (walkswithwheelchairs.com 2008) which have been in existence for as long as VGI has been named.

Rieh (2002) has developed a framework to describe how users perceive information delivered online. In reflection on her findings, Rieh commented that relevance criteria may be used to explore and assess the users’ perception of information with characteristics of information objects, characteristics of services, user knowledge, tasks and other factors influencing the users perception of information. This was describe in terms of quality (good, accurate, current, useful and important) and authority (trustworthy, credible, reliable, scholarly, official and authoritative). Applying this theoretical framework, the influencing factors may be controlled or varied within an experimental website to explore the influence of these changes on the user within measureable subcategories.

3 Methodology

VGI Data as presented within the experiment was collected through five participant observation sessions, working with wheelchair users along a specific public transport route in London from the position of participant as observer. PGI data about accessibility related issues along the specified route was collected through sources such as Transport For London (TFL 2009), South Eastern Rail (Southeastern 2011) and Network Rail (Network Rail 2011).

VGI and PGI data was compiled within an interactive experimental website (www.freetraveller.co.uk) which assigned visitors (participants) to one of four groups. They were then presented with three maps of travel access information and asked to move around the interface considering how the information may be of use to them when planning a trip to London; see Figure 1.
Following this they were asked to complete a 32 question Likert scale survey to assess their judgements on quality and authority. The conditions under which the groups were assigned is presented in Table 1.

### Table 1. Variance of Information Presented to Participants and Group Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What Participants are Told The Map Contains</th>
<th>Information Presented on Map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PGI</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGI + VGI</td>
<td>Group 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGI</td>
<td>Group 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGI + VGI</td>
<td>Group 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A third option of presenting participants with only VGI data was not included due to time and budget constraints, difficulties in achieving a large enough sample size and the focus of this paper on use of VGI alongside PGI, rather than VGI instead of PGI. MANOVA analysis was run on the results of the survey using SPSS 19 (IBM 2011) to attain 1) the influence of the inclusion of VGI alongside PGI within a mashup, 2) the influence of believing the information presented within the mashup includes VGI alongside PGI and 3) how may these influences be understood in terms of quality and authority; including their subcategories.

### 3.1 Descriptive Statistics

Analysis included 101 participants, all being permanent wheelchair users between 18 and 65 without cognitive or sensory disabilities; see Table 2. None of those involved with the collection of the VGI data set took part in the online experiment to prevent confounding of results through previous experience. Additionally, none of the participants were members of any Special Interest Groups (SIG) associated with VGI projects (e.g. OpenStreetMap, WikiMapia, etc.). Therefore the study participants were considered unbiased towards VGI, as would have been expected from SIG members who hold a consistent bias towards VGI (Parker et al. 2010).
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Table 2. Breakdown Of Experiment Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The confidence and familiarity of the user with online mashups was a potential limiting factor of the analysis. However, as Figure 2 demonstrates, the vast majority of participants were very confident using online maps prior to engagement with the Free Traveller experiment. Consequently, the influence of participants being uncomfortable using mashups similar to those included in the experiment can be considered negligible.

![Figure 2](image_url)

Figure 2. Participant Confidence Using Online Maps (rating scale where 1 represents very low confidence and 5 represents very high confidence)

4 Results and Analysis

A two-way between-group multivariate analysis was performed to investigate the inclusion of VGI alongside PGI within a mashup, and the influence of being told a mashup contains VGI alongside PGI on the user judgement of a mashups quality and authority. Nine dependent variables were used: goodness, accuracy, currency, usefulness, importance, credibility, reliability, official and authority. The independent variables were: 1) belief that their map contained VGI alongside PGI and 2) whether their mashup actually contained VGI; irrespective of belief. Preliminary assumption testing was conducted to check for normality, linearity, univariate and multivariate outliers, homogeneity or variance-covariance matrices, and multicollinearity, with no serious violations noted.

No significant differences were observed between those who were told that their mashups contained PGI + VGI and those who were told that their mashups contained only PGI, \( F(9, 89) = .79, p = .625; \)
Wilks’ Lambda = .93; \( \eta^2_p = .074 \). There were statistically significant differences between those who were presented with mashups containing PGI + VGI and those who were presented with mashups containing only PGI on the combined dependant variables, \( (F(9, 89) = 2.99, p = .004; \text{Wilks’ Lambda } = .77; \eta^2_p = .232) \). No statistically significant interaction was observed between the fixed variables.

When the results for the dependent variables related to the information as presented to the participants were considered separately, the only user judgement to reach statistical significance, using a Bonferroni adjusted alpha level of .006, was currency: \( F(1, 97) = 10.81, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .10 \). The \( \eta^2_p \) of .10 represents 10 per cent of the variance in perceived currency scores explained by belief that the mashup in use contains VGI. Under the generally accepted criteria of Cohen (1988) this constitutes a medium effect size. An inspection of the mean scores indicated that those who believed that their mashup contained PGI + VGI reported slightly higher levels of perceived currency in the map date (\( \bar{x} = 13.43, SD = 2.44 \)) than those who had believed that their mashup contained only PGI (\( \bar{x} = 12.95, SD = 2.30 \)).

5 Discussion

5.1 Quality and Authority

Overall, VGI was shown to increase perceptions of the mashups quality and authority by a significant amount, as well as producing an enhanced acceptance of the system; use experience. However, it was the aspect of quality which showed the greatest enhancement. In a study examining user perceptions of Wikipedia, Yaari et al. (2011) highlighted how increasing the amount of information available to the user increased perceptions of quality and authority, agreeing with Blumenstock (2008) and Tillotson (2002). However, it should be noted that Rieh (2002) did not find quality to be as much of a major criterion in terms of users judgement the appropriateness of online information. An explanation of why this may be occurring was offered by Yaari et al. (2011) as users assessing the content of information via the rule of thumb of length equating to quality.

Within the experimental sample telling participants that their data contained VGI and PGI did not achieve statistical significance over informing them that their data contained just PGI, it is important not to disregard such outcome as meaningless. The non-significance of this outcome within the sample demonstrates that the commonly held perception of amateur volunteered information may not have a strong influence on the way information is judged online in terms of fitness for purpose.

5.2 Currency

Presenting users with VGI alongside PGI produced a significant and positive influence on judgements of currency with a medium effect size. This outcome is supported by Goodchild (2008), who commented that “perhaps the most significant area of geospatial data qualities for VGI is currency, or the degree to which the database is up-to-date”.

This finding may be explained by the work of Nolan (1976), Gitelson and Crompton (1983) and Schuett (1993) who demonstrated that information received from informal sources is the most informative due to its ability to reflect changes in the environment. A final perspective on this may be gained by considering the way information from volunteers was presented as different to that of professionals. VGI covered more general and subjective/ temporal issues (e.g. lifts hard to find, need better signs) while PGI covered more objective features (e.g. station is step free for easy wheelchair access). While in combination they may increase the users perception of the website due to the added scale of information (Idris et al. 2011) another explanation could be that the inclusion of objective temporal information increases perceptions of the information being current.

6 Conclusion

This study has demonstrated that by including VGI within a mashup alongside PGI, the overall user
perception of quality were noticeably increased; noticeably influenced by perceived currency of the information. Consequently the influence of VGI within neogeography (mashups) has an impact on enhancing the usability of the GIS system, rather than simply being a faster or more cost effective way of sourcing GIS.

This work suggests that it would be valuable to further research the influence of VGI alongside PGI upon the information perceptions of end users. This could in turn lead to mashups of higher usability in terms of the satisfaction and confidence that end users feel in using the information provided; for example to manage the risk associated with their information search related activity.

Further research should investigate the outcomes of this study in relation to user groups with similar needs to the wheelchair users (in terms of constraints on independent travel), for example parents with push chairs along the same public transport route in London. This will develop the understanding of how VGI has a general impact on usability, and which factors applicable to general information search, or are unique to wheelchair users. This may lead to further generation of usability design related theory for inclusion of VGI and PGI within the neogeographic domain.
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